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SEASONAL IMAGES OF THE
DARLING DOWNS
The email version of our quarterly newsletter always provides an extra space. I
thought it would be interesting to ask
members to send in their best local
landscape photos. This stunning image
from March 2 (taken with a Samsung
phone), is by Warwick resident Jonno
Colfs. Jonno is general manager at Glengallan Homestead, hence the landscape
vista. The next edition’s photo (deadline
June 27) will be a winter theme. High
resolution is best.

...new tricks!
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Image courtesy of Corson Grains

One of Warwick’s key employers, the Warwick Mill, is in
full production this month as growers from the Southern
Downs queue up to deliver truckloads of corn (maize).
The mill, which has been on the site for almost 150
years, was purchased in 2003 by New Zealand company
Corson Grains. In January 2022, Corson Grains Defiance
Maize Products purchased the Darlington Point mill in
southern New South Wales. Full story on page 15
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Enchanted Garden

DARYL HOCKINGS
Upholstery & furniture repairs

Extensive range of locally grown plants, pots, potting mix and mulches, local jam, honey and farm
eggs. Bring this ad for a one off free $3.50 punnet
of seedlings

Ute canopies, Tonneau covers
Car seat repairs, Hood lining
Motorbike seats, shade cloth

49 Alexandra Drive

Recliner trigger/cable

(Cunningham Highway north)

Warwick Qld 4370
Phone (07) 4661 2013

3 Glenhaven Ct
Phone: 0417 745 667
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OUR MANAGEMENT TEAM FOR 2022
PRESIDENT: Sandra Wilson 0412 065 221
VICE-PRESIDENT: Sally Edwards 0478 161 817
SECRETARY: Grahame Peacock 0438 615 007
TREASURER: Janet Schultz 0438 617 570

Term dates for 2022
Term 2: Tuesday April 19 to Friday June 24
Term 3: Monday July 11 to Friday September 16
Term 4: Tuesday October 4 to Friday December 9.

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT:
Neil Bonnell 0408 361 482

Keep up to date with our website

COURSE CO-ORDINATOR:

U3A Warwick’s website is now the home of our
popular monthly feature, Watt’s in the sky. The
April episode is published in the E-version of this
newsletter but between editions Stuart Watt’s interpretation of the night sky appears on our website. The last three chapters of Neil Bonnell’s memoirs are also on the website. The first six chapters
were published in the Emag and newsletters
starting in July 2019.
www.u3awarwick.org.au

Sally Edwards 0478 161 817
PUBLICITY OFFICER: Sally Edwards
MEMBERSHIP ADMIN:
Janet Schultz 0438 617 570
COMMUNITY LIAISON: Position vacant

MAGAZINE & WEBSITE EDITOR:
Bob Wilson 0438 525 119
MAGAZINE ASSISTANT: Ray Harm 0490 872 992

Importantly, this link will take you to U3A Warwick’s updated Covid policy. The main changes as
of March 2022 are that members are no longer required to log in using the Queensla
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it’s not hard to see why with great dialogue and cinematography. At times you can see how much they rely on
drone footage, but it’s the way the industry is heading.
The main actors, Candela Peña as the investigating judge
and Dario Grandinetti as Diaz, form an acrimonious
friendship while trying to find out who killed Diaz’s intended son-in-law. Candela plays it by the book while
Diaz uses his contacts in the drug trade to do his own
investigation. Spain has an inquisitorial justice system
where the judge directly questions suspects and witnesses. As a result, Candela becomes the focus of everyone’s
frustration and anger about Fran’s murder.
There are some really dastardly baddies (in both seasons). The only thing that detracted for me was finding
out who the killer is a few episodes before the Guardia
If you have started following this occasional review you
Civil catch up. A few more red herrings would not have
will know we favour foreign thrillers with subtitles. It’s
hurt, surely.
been a month or so since we finished watching the secWe find out quite a lot about customs on this remote
ond series of El Hierro, set in the Canary Islands. You can
Spanish island, Candela is supposed to be prioritising La
find it on SBS On Demand.
Bajada, a religious festival that happens once every four
years. But she is dismissive of the festival and makes enEl Hierro is a small, volcanic island where access roads
emies in the process. The producers cleverly use real
cling to steep coastal cliffs and in places tunnel straight
locations and events (and obviously hundreds of local
through to the main town (Valverde).
extras) to create a community where everyone knows
Candela is a Spanish judge who, along with her disabled
everything that’s going on (except at times, Candela).
son has been transferred to this insular outpost. We never find out exactly why she was transferred although her
outspokenness would probably do it. Candela’s arrival on Signing up for ABC iview in 2022
Most ABC viewers will by now have signed up for their
El Hierro coincides with the discovery of a local man’s
body hidden in an underwater cave. The discovery, by an free ABC ivIew account.
I’m not sure about your household, but we gave an exasoff-duty policeman whose hobby is scuba diving, experated sigh, having to come to grips with yet another
plains why Fran (the dead man) did not turn up on his
login and password. The ABC says that it knows from
wedding day. Fran was supposed to be marrying Pilar,
‘extensive listening’ that Australians overwhelmingly
daughter of Diaz, a hard man with a soft centre who is
trying to start a new life after 10 years in prison for mur- support this change. Nobody asked me!
der. Fran’s throat has been cut (by a machete) and that, Having an ABC iview account allows viewers to easily
find what they were watching the night before; it also
along with suspicions about drugs and diamond smugallows them to make a list of favourites and so on. The
gling, makes Diaz, who owns a banana plantation, the
following points are made:
scapegoat.
• You’ll still be able to watch ABC broadcast channels
live on the ABC iview website without logging in;
Candela quickly falls afoul of locals with her brusque
manner and rapid-fire way of getting things done. As the • If the ABC iview app on your Smart TV doesn’t have
the ability to log in to an ABC Account, you’ll be able
episodes unfold, you can’t help making comparisons
to continue using ABC iview without logging in.
with Midsomer Murders or Death in Paradise. Can this
The ABC made a thing about the account being ‘free” (as
much drama and skullduggery exist in a place with a
it is for Nine, Seven, Ten and SBS). The big problem with
population of 10,000? The nearness of Tenerife (with a
catch up TV accounts is that people tend to stay logged
population of one million), means that drugs find their
way to El Hierro, involving local people in crime and bad in. I mean, who can be bothered using a remote control
to log in and out of a Smart TV every time you watch
behaviour.
something? As we all should know, this practice leaves a
Candela is a single woman who has a son with cerebral
window open for cyber snoopers.— Bob Wilson
palsy (endearingly played by Angel Casanova). It’s rare
for someone with a disability to form an integral part of
The opinions expressed in this newsletter are
a drama. As the series progresses you become familiar
with and perhaps a bit fond of Nico and the way he inthose of individual writers and not of Warwick
teracts with his Mum and others.

What’s Hot on Catch Up TV—Hierro

This Spanish/French drama has won many awards and

U3A Inc. The next quarterly newsletter will be
published on or about July 8.
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Blocking those pesky 03 mobile calls
Perhaps this happened to you?
For a week in February, we
were suddenly inundated by
phone calls from numbers beginning with 03 (or 02). We’d
ignore the caller (who did not
leave a message). A short while
later we’d get another call –
from a different 03 number.
This went on for a few days –
three or four calls per day.
Each time I’d block the number and delete it from my
call log. But it took a good few days before the serial callers gave up on me and moved on (to you, probably).
My nephew (who is an IT manager) asked me this: “How
long have you had the same mobile number, Uncle?”
I thought about it – “At least 20 years.”
Nephew shrugged - in fact he may have said “Meh”.
(Image: better use for a phone, www.pixabay.com)

Re-reading classic Australian novels
By Sally Edwards

The first monthly meeting got off to a good start with
everyone enjoying the first book which was Peter Carey’s
True History of the Kelly Gang. Many of us had not read
it for many years and it was a great opportunity to relook at the issues about the myth and reality of life for
the Irish, and the Kelly family in particular, in nineteenth
Research by consumer advocate Choice showed the in- century Australia. We debated whether he was a “thug,
creasing prevalence of nuisance calls and texts through thief and murderer” or if he was “a folk hero and freedom fighter”. We all enjoyed the format of the novel
Covid-related lockdowns.
which is set up as a series of letters to his infant daughChoice writer Alice Richard says that 54% of mobile
ter and adjusted to the “raggedly punctuated flow” of
phone owners will be bothered at some stage by telehis untidy ungrammatical sentences. We concluded that
marketers. Choice recommends blocking and deleting
the numbers from your phone. You can also sign the ‘Do even if we are not sure that it is “a true history” the
books narrative power had us enthralled. It was packed
Not Call” register.
with incident and presented some memorable characters and settings that will stay with us for a long
The Do Not Call Register
With around 11 million numbers on the Do Not Call Reg- time. We agreed with Anthony Quinn, critic in The indeister – over four million of which are mobiles – it's clear pendent in London, who concluded that the book was
that Australians don't like being pestered by businesses. “an adjectival wonder”.
Either visit donotcall.gov.au or call 1300 792 958 to add Our next book is Cloud Street by Tim Winton which will
take us to Perth in Western Australia in a family saga
your number to the register. It'll take up to 30 days for
that stretches over the first five decades of the last cenyour registration to take effect. If you get a spam call
tury. There is still room in the group for more members.
after it takes effect, the caller is breaking the law.

Except for UAP etc…
Unhappily, a number or organisations are exempt from
the Do Not Call Register and that includes politicians,
registered charities, opinion pollsters, government bodies, social researchers and educational organisations.
You may recall in spring last year Craig Kelly of the United Australia Party sent out thousands of unsolicited texts
to Australian mobile numbers.

An appeal to members

Careful what you sign up for

My Brilliant Career – Miles Franklin

Whenever you sign up for something new (and free), you
will almost always find a series of (pre-ticked) boxes in
the fine print. They will say things that indicate you are
acknowledging and giving the (organisation) the right to
contact you for marketing purposes. Un-ticking at this
point is the equivalent of ‘unsubscribing” from an email
list. Bob Wilson

We have been unable to source some book sets from
the State Library so are asking for donations.
If you have any of these titles at home please contact
Sally 0478 161 817.

Monkey Grip – Helen Garner
Death of a River Guide – Richard Flanagan
Secret River – Kate Grenville
Kings in Grass Castles – Mary Durack
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Inspirational Notations with Sandy Gordon

Mahjong first course for 2022
U3A Warwick’s Mahjong group met for the first time
on February 9. The class is held on the 2nd and 4th
Wednesday in Room 1 at 9.30am. Mahjong is an old
Chinese game played with tiles. It requires three or
four players per table. If you are interested in playing
Mahjong call Carol on 0421 979 853
Photo: Mahjong players Carol Domjan, Lorraine
Neeson and Sue Campbell.

TRIVIA CORNER (with
Sandy Gordon)

In a deck of cards, the
king of hearts, is the only king without a moustache.

Little Gallery Cafe
When the Eiffel Tower was

90 Palmerin Street

built in 1884, Parisians re-

Open 8.00am to 2.30pm Monday to Saturday.

ferred to it as “the tragic

4667 1162

lamppost”

Offering Coffee, Organic Teas, Breakfast, Lunch and a
variety of homemade sweet treats and GF options.

Hippopotomonstrosequiped-allophobia
is the fear of long words.

The first pair of
high heels was made
for male soldiers in
the 1500’s
(photo of Elton John’ s
platform boots )

https://worleygig.com
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REVIEW: THE KITCHEN FRONT
Jennifer Ryan (Macmillan)
This is Jennifer Ryan’s third novel and like its predecessors, it is
set in an English village during
World War II. It is an historical
novel that has been well researched and will resonate with
many of our U3A readers who
had parents who lived through
the war years and were familiar
with food (and other) rationing. Readers will remember,
that even though rationing officially finished in the UK in
1954, Australian families were still sending food parcels
to the home country well into the 50s.
The Kitchen Front was a real radio program on the BBC
in the war years and the competition it arranged in the
novel was typical of the time when competitions of all
sorts were a popular distraction. This cooking show told
housewives how to make the best of the produce that
was available at any one time, the staples having to be
substituted (powdered eggs, animal fat for butter, the
oils from sardine cans for cooking oil, mock cream…). In
an effort to win over more listeners the Beeb decided it
needed a female voice, hence the competition whose
winner would be that voice.

hand this could become saccharine but the strength and
determination of the women prevent this.
The Kitchen Front is a warm-hearted story that will appeal particularly to female readers who like a story with
substance where the protagonists’ determination and
core strength provide a satisfying weekend with popular
fiction.
© Stephen Jackson

The Couples in Retirement Study

More than two-thirds of retirement-aged Australians live
with a significant other, yet little is known about how
The plot involves four women who have little in common this important relationship shapes retirement
but who compete to win a competition to feature on the experiences.
eponymous BBC radio program. Widowed Audrey has a
mortgage, debts, and three children. Her estranged sis- Ayeesha Abbasi, a doctoral candidate with the Australian
ter Gwendoline has unhappily married well and is now a National University, is aiming to complete a PhD thesis
Lady. Nell an orphan kitchen maid is a gifted and intuibased on understanding how partners influence one antive cook who has been taught by the county’s best
other's retirement experiences.
home cook. Zelda, pregnant and unmarried, aspires to
be a cordon bleu chef in a great London hotel. All have
Ayeesha, who is with ANU’s Research School of Managethe will to succeed in a male dominated industry.
ment, is looking for couples willing to complete a confidential survey.
The novel is structured around the three courses the
women must cook for the competition There is a fascina- “This survey-based study will examine the experiences of
tion for readers to discover how each can prepare wor- couples in retirement and analysis of the results will conthy dishes with the limited provisions available. One has stitute part of my dissertation. The survey asks questions
formidable knowledge of herbs, one is prepared to use
about retirement goals and experiences, health, social
her societal position to cheat, one has the wealth of
support, and psychological resources (e.g., motivation).
knowledge born of experience and the fourth has
The research examines the interaction between couples
worked in a luxury hotel.
and requires that survey forms are completed by both
All is not plain sailing, of course! While Audrey grieves
you and your partner. Your responses will then be linked
for Matthew, her artist husband, her sister Gwendoline using an anonymous code generated by you”.
has an abusive and corrupt husband; Nell suffers the loss
of her mentor and surrogate mother but falls for an Ital- To participate in this study or for more information,
ian POW; Zelda has the unenviable decision of whether please complete the survey by following the link below:
to keep her baby.
http://bit.ly/couplesinretirement or email
How Jennifer Ryan brings the four disparate women to- ayeesha.abbasi@anu.edu.au
gether is cleverly and seamlessly done. In a less deft
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Reporting from the road, somewhere in Tasmania
I hope you appreciate that I whipped up
an 18-page newsletter while on a 2,230
km road/ sea journey to Tasmania.
Actually I’d done 80% of it before we left
Warwick on March 16! This particular
space presented itself at the last minute,
so it seemed the obvious thing to do was
to post a photo or two and a brief account of what we’ve been up to since
leaving Warwick. The photo shows us at
the start of the six kilometre hike around Dove Lake, which nestles
under Cradle Mountain, one of the most photographed natural wonders in North West Tasmania. A great day for it too.
Today (deadline day) we took a cruise from Strahan across Macquarie
Harbour to the Gordon River (right), along the way learning about
Aboriginal heritage, the brutal convict era, the Huon pine industry
and the conservation battle to save the Franklin and the Gordon rivers from a hydro-electric dam. The Western Tasmania National Parks
were World Heritage Listed in 1982. Bob & Laurel Wilson

U3A Warwick welcomes new members
Rhonda Cooney decided to move from Alexandra Hills in Brisbane to Warwick last
year after her son, daughter-in-law and three grandchildren moved here in August.
A former member of U3A Redlands, Rhonda quickly joined U3A Warwick after moving here in October 2021.
Rhonda’s sister Ruth also moved and they set up home together in a five-bedroom
unit in East Warwick.
“I went from a two-bedroom unit in Brisbane to a five-bedroom unit in Warwick for
less money. I grew up in Parkes (NSW) so it was great to find myself in a country
town again.”.
“Joining U3A is a great way to meet new people. So far I’ve joined the Jonola
(canasta), Mahjong and cryptic crosswords groups. There’s a couple of other things
I’d like to try but I’ll settle in and see how I go.”
Rhonda and Ruth have an on-call handyman in Rhonda’s son Stewart who is a fly infly out oil and gas worker.
“When he has two weeks off, I make sure I’ve got a list of things for him to do,” she told me, as Stewart was hanging
paintings in the lounge. BW
Hello All, my name is Lindsay Whiteman and I am a new arrival in Warwick having migrated from Townsville in the tropics to a more temperate climate to be
closer to family.
In Townsville I worked for CSIRO Division of Tropical Agronomy as a field assistant to various scientists working in the area of native and introduced pastures
and woody weeds control, before accepting a redundancy in 2005. The job involved a lot of outdoor work on cattle properties spread around the north. During that time I built up a spare time sideline of making and selling stock whips
and various other plaited items which I continue to do here. So on moving to
Warwick I naturally looked for some outdoor activity which would allow me to
get to know the area and meet people at the same time. U3A seemed to be the
ideal solution and so it proved on the first walk of the year to Queen Mary Falls. Being a native of New South Wales
I have driven through Warwick many times over the years but usually only made a pit stop here on the way to or
from the south so am now looking forward to settling in ihere and becoming part of the community.
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U3A Network’s State conference to be held at North Lakes
The Pine Rivers U3A group will host this year’s Network State Conference on June 8 and 9 with guest
speakers including linguist and ABC radio personality
Professor Roly Sussex and Queensland Senior of the
Year 2021, Aunty McRose Elu. The conference theme
is ‘Spread your wings”.
The two-day State conference will be held at the
North Lakes Hotel and Conference Centre (pictured).
It will be informally launched on Tuesday evening
June 7 with a welcome drinks and canapes function.
A full programme has been organised with opportunities for attendees to choose their own adventures
around Pine Rivers and Moreton Bay including a
guided walk around Lake Eden.
The conference will be formally opened at 9.30am on Wednesday by Moreton Bay Regional Council Mayor Peter
Flannery, followed by guest speaker Aunty McRose Elu. The Conference Dinner will be held that evening at the
North Lakes Hotels and Conference Centre. Thursday’s programme includes a musical interlude from the U3A Pine
Rivers Ukulele Group. More information: https://www.u3aqldconference.org/

Annual art competition—open now
U3A Network has also launched its 2022 art competition, with artists asked to
submit paintings and/or drawings inspired by the theme ’Spread your wings’. Entries close on May 29, with winners to be announced at the State conference.
Winners in each category will receive a prize of $200, with runners-up receiving
$100. Entry forms at u3aqld.org.au or email competitions@u3aqld.com.au.
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Queen Mary Falls near Killarney thundering on our first bushwalk for 2022
February 23 dawned with
truly horrible weather forecasts after a mighty deluge
on the Sunshine Coast overnight. It was drizzling quietly
as we set off at 7am to rendezvous with the bush walking group.
As it turned out we had five
starters and two late
scratchings. We set off in
appropriate attire on the
Queen Mary Falls circuit
track. It was softly raining by
then but we employed umbrellas and raincoats.
L-R Laurel Wilson, Marie and Peter Savage and Lindsay Whiteman. Photos by Bob Wilson

The track was a little wet and slippery but we all managed to negotiate the steep 2 km walk there and
back. The falls walk involves some aerobic exercise, no matter which way you go. As expected, the falls
were thundering and the spray added to the rain meant we all got quite damp. Ironically, the rain had
eased by the time we got back to the car park. We donned masks and approached the café (which was
closed). So we had a BYO morning team under a picnic shelter and then made our way home. BW

Birding group follow the same path
A small but dedicated group of bird watchers went for the
same walk on March 8 although took the road less steep! No
rain this time although the falls were still thundering. Group
leader Sandra Wilson said birdlife was a little scarce although
they did spot a scarlet honeyeater at Browns Falls. Bird watcher Marylou Newman took the group photo (left). The group
goes on an excursion on the 2nd Tuesday of the month,
weather permitting.

Junk Journaling & Papercraft
This group meet at the Warwick Art Gallery on Tuesdays from 10am till noon. Convenor Sally Edwards
said the group had a wonderful time in 2021 making
beautiful books out of paper and ephemera. This
year the group broadened its horizons to embrace
other paper crafts. Sally says you don’t have to be
‘artistic’ to enjoy the session. Just bring a sense of
humour and desire to have fun. Sally Edwards
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Warwick U3A’s new line dancing class develops a following
Warwick U3A members have happily joined in
with our first Line Dancing class, course coordinator Sandy Gordon reports.
“We have a wonderful group of people who are
passionate about our “boot scootin’ choreographed dance steps under the tutelage of
Jenny Heffernan,” she said. “Jenny has kindly
offered her time and expertise to help us improve week by week and is encouraged by our
progress”.
Line Dancing is held every Tuesday at 1PM in the
Senior Citizens Hall, 12A Albert Street, Warwick.
The growth and popularity of line dancing is generally associated with country and western music. It is a
choreographed dance in which a group of people dance along to a repeating sequence of steps while arranged in one or more lines or rows. These lines usually face all in the same direction. Unlike other forms
of dance, line dancers are not in physical contact with each other.
If anyone would like to join Line Dancing, contact Sandy Gordon 0488 427 699.

Birding group visits Storm King dam (and gets invited back in the spring).
The U3A bird watching group had a delightful and
very interesting outing in February. We were fortunate to be invited to visit a private property overlooking Storm King Dam on the Granite Belt.
The owners of “Folkstone” purchased it as a vacant
block in the 1980s, and have subsequently planted
thousands of native trees. We initially explored the
garden around the house, where there was such a
profusion of birds it was hard to know where to
look first! After our first burst of activity, we enjoyed our morning tea – supplemented by Roger’s
delicious home-made scones – in the garden,
Birding group - host Roger Ilott (at the front).
where we were charmed by the Eastern Spinebills
as they feasted on the flowering shrubs. We were
Photo by Marylou Newman
then conducted on a guided
walk around the property,
enjoying more avian antics
and the beauty surrounding
us. Everybody enjoyed this
very special outing, and we
are looking forward to a return visit in Spring. Thanks to
our kind hosts, Roger Ilott
and Penny Davies. Sandra
Admiring the shallow end of Storm King
Bronzewing Pigeon—Photo Laurel Wilson
Wilson
Dam—photo Bob Wilson
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A postcard from Warwick
During a revamp of our website I added a
visitor tracker to analyse who was visiting
our website and when. I was momentarily
puzzled to find people from a town in the
UK checking us out. Then I remembered
that we share the name of our town with
the English town of Warwick. All of which
eventually led to this. BW
(photo of Warwick Castle by Barnyz at www.flickr.com)

By Sam Sexton
Hello! This is a virtual postcard from Warwick District u3a in England to Warwick U3A in
Queensland. For pedants: the capitalisation differences are deliberate, due to a branding
change in 2020 by the Third Age Trust for the UK, but we won't go into that!
Warwick is the county town of Warwickshire, in the Midlands. It's 11 miles from both Coventry (the UK City of Culture for 2021, but that spilled over to 2022 for obvious reasons), and
Stratford-upon-Avon, which attracts over 123,000 tourists annually, again for obvious reasons.
Warwick also has a famous Castle, now owned by Madame Tussaud's, which is one of the top
visitor attractions in the country, hosting various events such as jousting.
We're called Warwick District u3a, as our members come from Warwick, Royal Leamington Spa, Kenilworth (which also has its own u3a, which split off from Warwick District after fifteen years) and surrounding towns and villages, with some members from as far as Stratford and Rugby.
Apart from the expected cultural opportunities in Stratford (The Royal Shakespeare Theatre and The Other Place), there are the well-respected local theatres: the Loft Theatre in Leamington and the Talisman
and Priory Theatres in Kenilworth. At the University of Warwick (which straddles the Coventry/
Warwickshire border) we have Warwick Arts Centre, which is the second largest arts centre in the country, after the Barbican in London. It has a large concert hall, with an annual season of world-class classical
musicians (although the foreign orchestras are not as much in evidence now, thanks to Brexit and a Philistine government!). There are several other performance spaces, hosting all kinds of music, comedy,
dance, ballet, and opera. Some of these are produced by students, with the quality ranging from brilliant
to "What on earth were they thinking?!" The 2020/21 expansion moved the art gallery to the ground
floor and replaced a single cinema with three of differing sizes, so block-buster films can now be enjoyed
in great comfort. Audiences travel from all around the Midlands and sometimes even further, for concerts and comedians.
We are lucky to be just north of the Cotswolds, a range of hills running south to north from Cirencester
up much of the lower part of England. These attract around 38 million visitors annually. Many of the villages are very well-known: Moreton-in-Marsh, Bourton-on-the-Water, Stow-on-the Wold (we have a
plentiful supply of hyphens!) and include Upper Slaughter, which was one of 14 Doubly-Thankful villages
(meaning none of the villages lost local men during WWII).
Warwick District u3a was founded in 1993 and we held a 25th anniversary party in 2018, with a good
many of the original members attending - and some are still going, if not perhaps as strongly as in the
past! We were close to 1,100 members before Covid arrived, causing many to cease their membership,
but we've had quite a few rejoining and we're now just over 920.
We have 80 groups (down from 92 before Covid) and new ones are started fairly often. These range from
rambling/walking (10 groups) and literature/poetry (8) to Knit and Natter, World Cinema, Russian Culture
and 15 language groups, including three for Latin! Continued on page 15
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duce then police officers Christina and Ethan. Both are
given sketchy backgrounds but it was hardly worth the
author’s effort; they are poorly drawn. Christina is keen
Pan McMillan
for a conviction, so much so together with so much corGiven the amount of space allotted to roborative evidence from neighbours, hairdressers… that
Liane Moriarty’s latest novel by Big W, readers know it cannot possibly be Stan! Suspense then
it would be safe to say that like Jane
in discovering what really happened to Joy (Thank God
Harper, she is a huge hit with Warshe went AWOL, it shut up her incessant, random
wick’s (female?) readers. And as so
chattering!)
often happens when an author becomes very popular, it appears that
Once this mystery is solved and the series of coincidenceditors are loath to interfere. Look for es that led to suspicions is explained, I lost interest, yet
example at the ever-increasing size of Moriarty continues for chapter after chapter only to inthe novels in J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series: a seem- troduce right at the end a sleight of hand (which I found
ingly unending stream of indifferent prose.
laboured.)

Apples Never Fall by Liane Moriarty

Author Moriarty has been clever in her choice of book
titles. What to make of Big Little Lies, for example? A
challenging oxymoron? But readers have had experience
of that with the inarticulate and politically naïve Pauline
H. Then what is the significance of the number nine in
Nine Perfect Strangers? It begs us to get biblical: 12? 7?
20? 40? Why 9? And now we are led to finish the saying
apples never fall (far from the tree). Which apples?
Which tree?
Could this be a reference to the four offspring of the
novel’s (apparently) main characters: Stan and Joy
Delaney? That is a vexed question because after 485
pages readers will be unsure because the story has no
focus as it sits astride so many genres and characters of
potential interest.

I found this an uneven book as far as interest went as
there were too many literary balls in the air. What I did
find stylistically interesting was a method of narration I
hadn’t seen for a good while. Initially and then later
throughout the novel, plot and characterisation are delivered through overheard conversations: taxi driver,
customers in a café…
In spite of the sprawling nature of the plot and some
scant characterisation in places, with the right actors and
the right director, this would make a terrific mini-series!
© Stephen Jackson

The Moriarty Channel

As Stephen points, out, Liane Moriarty’s books lend themselves to cinematic interpretation. Through adapWhat exactly is this book about? It is hard to define. The
tation of two novels she is fast belittle I know of Ms Moriarty’s work I would be tempted
coming one of Australia’s biggest
to slot it into Sydney’s Eastern Suburbs noir. (If such a
literary success stories.
thing ever existed: it does now!) Well-known tennis
As you may know, Big Little Lies was
coaches Joy and Stan Delaney are unhappily retired; a
made into a mini series in 2019 startrip to Wimbledon did not have the desired effect of rering Nicole Kidman and Reese Withigniting the flame it was to have. Their four children,
erspoon. The HBO series has gone to
once promising players, have turned their backs on the
two
seasons.
This
was
followed in 2021 by Prime Video’s
game and each has his/her own worries. A former star
Nine
Perfect
Strangers
(filmed in Byron Bay) and also
pupil of the tennis academy, Harry Haddid, whose sudstarring Nicole Kidman (and Asher Keddie).
den departure from Stan’s coaching has left bitterness,
has just announced a comeback together with his autoPam McMillan confirmed that the TV rights for Apples
biography. Joy and Stan are worried about its content.
Never Fall were snapped up before its debut in September by Heyday Television. As producer David Heyman
Improbably, one night a bleeding Savannah knocks on
their door: domestic violence. Joy and Stan welcome her told Deadline:
“I was captivated from the moment I began readinto their home. It sounds improbable but Moriarty
ing Apples Never Fall. Liane Moriarty has once again cremakes it work! Savannah quickly becomes an essential
ated a compulsively complicated and messy family dypart of the Delaneys’ lives. But who is she really?
namic. I love how she uses the disappearance of a parent
Then Joy goes missing. All evidence points to Stan as the as a catalyst to unearth decades long, unresolved issues
within a family, but somehow does it all with biting wit,
culprit and potential murderer after all, readers have
humor and ultimately hope.” BW
already been primed to accept the notion of DV. Intro-
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President’s Perspective
I attended Warwick’s inaugural
CelticFest last month and came away
full of praise. It had everything a festival needs: music, dancing, pipe
bands, markets, heavy horses,
Highland cattle, a medieval camp and
historic re-enactments, people in
kilts, Highland games, and food and drink galore – I
admit to sampling Shannon’s chips, as good as ever.
Best of all, it was packed with happy people. If you
missed it yesterday, do go next time it’s on. I did wonder Moreton Celtic Fiddle Club at Warwick Showgrounds
how tossing the caber originated. Whoever came up
with the idea of throwing a 65 kg tree trunk end over
end? Why? Having said that, it was enthralling to watch, although I wonder if the incidence of hernias is
higher in caber-tossers than in the general population.
Our first term has proceeded smoothly, with most classes being well-attended, particularly line-dancing,
which has attracted 21 enthusiastic adherents, many of whom are new to U3A. We are investigating the
possibility of a pickleball class, which has proven very popular in Toowoomba. Contact Sally Edwards, our
course co-ordinator, if you are interested in this.
Our webpage is now being updated frequently, courtesy of our newsletter editor, Bob Wilson, and I encourage you to visit it regularly to keep up to date with news and events. Last weekend I attended the
Presidents’ Council in Toowoomba, where I enjoyed meeting representatives from the Queensland U3A
Network and the Dalby, Roma, Granite Belt, and Toowoomba [including Crows Nest] U3A branches. It
was interesting and informative to exchange news and views, and to see how other people approach the
common problems we share. Happy Easter to all of you. See you next term. Sandra Wilson

**************************************************************************
How high will fuel prices go?
By Bob Wilson
After 30 years or so as a journalist, I should know better than to lead with a rhetorical question like that. No one knows the answer, not even the oil cartels. As
we set off to drive to Melbourne in mid-March, we budgeted $2.20 a litre for
diesel, which seems absurd when just three months ago we were paying around
$1.42 (with a discount).
Yes, it’s the war in Ukraine and the uncertainty surrounding that and the trade
sanctions blocking Russia from exporting oil. If the price of fuel keeps rising and
stays high, everything will become more expensive. The price of oil briefly reached
$US130 a barrel in March before retreating to $110 a barrel, which coincidentally
or not, is the inflation-adjusted equivalent of oil prices during the 1973 and 1979 “oil shocks”.
As this edition went to print, unleaded petrol was trading at $2.09, with diesel around $2.19. According to
an annual study by the ACCC, average retail prices in 2020–21 in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide
and Perth were 129.7 cents per litre, down from 134.6 cpl in 2019–2020).
Oil prices can and do fluctuate, no more so than during periods where warfare, sanctions and boycotts
are happening. Whether the Federal Government eases excise in the pre-election period, it will be a short
-lived reprieve. Just so you know, excise comprises 44.2 cents a litre at the bowser. It’s enough to make us
long for the days depicted in that 1970 Merle Haggard song, Harold’s Super Service.
Gimme 50 cents worth of regular,
Check, my oil too, if you don't mind,
Put some air in my tires, won't you mister
Clean my windows too, if you have time"
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Postcard from Warwick cont’d from page 12

Warwick Mill on expansion trail in NSW

We have Open Meetings on most months, with
speakers from around the region and sometimes
further afield. During lockdowns in 2020/21, we
used an external service, Mirthy, which gave
presentations over Zoom, instead of our monthly
meetings, but at the end of last year they changed
their pricing structure which made it unviable.

From Page 1
The Warwick-based company, Corson Grains Defiance Maize Products, processes on average 35,000
tonnes of maize a year. The cobs are bought direct
from Southern Downs growers and stored in silos
for six to eight weeks to dry before milling begins.
The maize kernels are milled into two different
types of ‘grits’ from which the mill produces six
products including flakes (for cornflakes), maize
flour, semolina and super fine polenta flour.
In late January Corson bought the Freedom Foods
gritting mill at Darlington Point in south-west New
South Wales. Corson Grains general manager Australia Shawn Fletcher said the Darlington Point mill
would allow the company to expand into different
products such as rice, sorghum, buckwheat and quinoa flours.
“This is something a number of our business customers have been asking for,” he said. “We see it as a
real opportunity for growth and to get some geographic spread along the eastern coast.
“It also limits the business risk if one of our mills
goes down.”
Re-enactment of a medieval archery contest in the grounds of
Corson bought the Warwick mill in 2003. In 2018 a
Warwick Castle. Photo by Slices of Light www.flickr.com
major on-site storage project was started, adding six
new 1800-tonne silos, manufactured in Allora. This
We produce Info, a 36-page magazine in alternate
months, showing the groups and their activities, as took the storage capacity of the mill from 3000
tonnes to 13,800 tonnes. Maize is grown through
well as general news, photos and literary offerings
the spring and summer and harvested in the aufrom members. This is produced by the Info editor tumn.
(me) and printed locally. During lockdowns, the
printer was closed, so we produced a monthly
slimmed-down version, which was emailed to most
members, with paper copies being printed and
posted or delivered by hand by volunteers, to those
without email.
Our Outings organiser arranges trips most months
to various interesting locations around the country recently we've been to The Yorkshire Sculpture Park
and the Barbara Hepworth Museum at Wakefield
(an overnight trip), Cambridge, and a ballet perforIt’s not that many decades ago when people with
mance at Warwick Arts Centre.
coeliac disease or non-coeliac gluten sensitivity
struggled to find food that didn’t have gluten in it.
I hope this gives you an insight into life in your
Now there are many companies manufacturing GF
namesake town and its u3a.
cereals, bread, pasta, biscuits and snack food. They
Sam Sexton
are all supplied with the raw materials from mills
like Corson’s Warwick operation, which employs 26
https://u3asites.org.uk/warwickdistrict/home
people. Bob Wilson
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Editor’s Note
By the time you read this we will be in
Tasmania, spending a few days in Hobart.
I’ll bring you another piece about our travel
adventures in the July newsletter. I’ll also
be featuring a couple of our new courses
and stretching my imagination to come up
with story ideas. This is where you (the
reader) come in. Do you have something to contribute?
Be brave and send me something interesting and different— 350 words or more by negotiation. (The editor reserves the right, etc). While this publication maintains an

apolitical tone, we do have to acknowledge a pending
election. By the time the next newsletter is published
(July 1), we may well be living in a somewhat different
Australia.
As we went to print, a Morgan poll had Labor at 58 and
the Coalition at 42. Sportsbet (the betting agency with
the annoying TV ads), will pay $1.35 if Labor wins, $3.00
for the Coalition and 41-1 for ’any other’. It’s very early
to be swayed by polls and bookies, but these numbers
tell us more than we’ll find out by reading ‘analysis’ by
commentators of the left or right (or even the middle).
Vote early and give the sausage sizzle folk a few dollars.

Studios and Office : 41c Wallace Street, Victoria Park
Postal Address: P.O.Box 473, Warwick, 4370,
Ph: Studios 07 4661 8989 Office: 07 4661 9984
Email: admin@rosecityfm.org.au
Web: rosecityfm.org.au
Your Local Southern Downs, Community Radio Station
A not for profit radio station, run and owned by the Warwick
Community FM Radio Association Incorporated

Helping you achieve your
business goals

Volunteer driven. Local announcers producing a variety of
music programs
All local Community Associations invited to submit program
ideas
Membership for local residents in our Association encouraged
Community activity announcements broadcast free.

28 Palmerin Street
WARWICK QLD 4370
info@globeaccounting.com.au
Phone: (07) 4661 4900

Live interviews

Joe and Jackie Coorey
113 Palmerin Street, Warwick 4370
Highest Quality Goods at Lowest Prices

Men’s and Ladies’ Wear, School Uniforms, Work
Clothes, Sheridan Sheet Sets, Towels, Tontine Pillows.
Underwear—Ladies’ and Men’s
Shop at COOREY’S -THE KING of BARGAINS
20% DISCOUNT FOR ALL U3A MEMBERS
(Discount not available on sales lines)
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OPERA: with Stephen Jackson
Resumes Wednesday April 20, Room 2 at 2pm

U3A WARWICK COVID UPDATE

In December 2021 we introduced a formal Covid
policy after taking advice from U3A Network
Queensland. The policy is posted on our website.
There have been two material changes to community rules around Covid which affect us:
•
Members no longer have to wear masks at
classes;
•
Members no longer have to sign in using the
Queensland Health App.
The main obligation under the Covid policy is that
members must be double vaccinated before attending one of our courses. We encourage physical distancing whenever possible. If you are unwell please
Ten operas intended for the 2020 season will be
do not attend a course or class.
presented. Composers include Mozart, Rossini, Bel- Observe good hand hygiene and feel free to wear a
lini, Donizetti, Verdi, Mascagni, Leoncavallo, Masse- mask despite it not being required.
net and Puccini. As term two has an additional two Covid is still with us, despite there being less emweeks, we will revisit two of the most popular
phasis on it since Russia invaded Ukraine. On March
operas from seasons one and two. All operas run
26 there were 7,738 new cases, 60,790 active cases
for at least two hours so please arrive a little early and 264 people in hospital.
for an introduction to the work. NB Mobile phone
usage is not welcome during the screening of the
So we are not out of the woods at all. Given that our
operas. 10 new operas will be featured in each of
membership comprises people in the high-risk age
terms three and four). Stephen
group, we should remain vigilant.

Condamine Sports Club of
Warwick Inc.
Country Style Meals
Lunch - Daily Specials - 11:30am2pm
Dinner 7 days 5:30pm-8pm

Friday Nights
Goose Club drawn at 7pm
Keys for Cash drawn after Goose Club
with CASH to be Won!!
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

A POSSE OF

EVERYDAY

TOWN &

ADVANCED

INTERMEDIATE

GARDENERS

SCIENCE

COUNTRY

TAI CHI

TAI CHI

2nd Monday at 10am

1st Tuesdays

WALKS

Leslie Park 09.00

Leslie Park at 09.00

Cheryl

Room 3 at 10.00

4th Wednesdays

Avis:

Avis:

0414 557 022

Dudley:

U3A Rooms

0438 511 983

0438 511 983

4661 4238

at 07.30

INDONESIAN

Laurel:

CHINA TODAY

10.00 till 10.30

0418 187 104

1st & 3rd

Room 3

Thursdays at 10.30

Annice:

Rooms 1 & 2

0427 619 706

Neil:

JOURNAL AS A WAY

0408 361 482

10.30

Room 1 at 10.00

LINE DANCING

Gabrielle:

1PM

4666 1227

Senior Citizens Hall

CRYPTIC

13a Albert Street

CROSSWORDS

CANASTA

Sandy 0488 427 699

(Jonola)

INDOOR TAI CHI

at 13.00

Rooms 1&2

Maree:

at 09.00 &10.00

0498 237 837

Caroline:
4661 8725

JUNK
JOURNALING
Art Gallery
at 10.00
Sally:

Contact course convenor Sally Edwards
to discuss
0478 161 817

Clare: 0448 093 872
THE BIBLE AS

THE MUSIC SHOW

HISTORY

2nd and 4th Fridays

2nd/4th Thursdays

Rooms 1 & 2

Rooms 1 & 2

at 14.00

2nd and 4th Tuesday

10.30

Sandra: 0412 065 221

Room 1 at 9.30am

Neil:

BOOK

Carol:

0408 361 482

0421 979 853

SAMBA

0490 872 992

MAH –JONG

Room 1 at 1pm

OPERA

Maree:

Room 2 AT 2PM

0498 237 837

Stephen

1st Fridays

Room 3 at 14.00
Rhyl:
0437 646 061

WOODCRAFTING

SCOTTISH COUNTRY
DANCE

BIRD WATCHING

(resuming in 2nd term,
welcome back

9am at

Rooms 1 & 2 at 10am

2nd Tuesdays

Warwick Woodcrafters

Marg

Stephen)

Sandy

0429 700217

0488 427 699

RE-READING

(no vacancies)

AUSTRALIAN
CLASSICS

Rendezvous by
e-mail
Sandra: 0412 065 221

Saturday

MUSICAL MEDLEY

Meditation 2nd and 4th Saturday

3rd Saturday Rooms 1 & 2 at 2.30

Room 1 at 10am
David 0428 710 961

DISCUSSION

0411 644 200

0478 161 817

Interested in running a course for
U3A Warwick?

Room 3 at 3pm
Ray:

Rooms 1&2

Stick this page on
your fridge as a
reminder

TABLET

Sandra 0412 065 221

3rd Friday Room 3 at
2pm
Sally: 0478 161 817

